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2
General Ledger

The General Ledger (GL) forms the backbone of any accounting system.
It records the ﬁnancial impact of all the business transactions in your
company, provides necessary information to prepare your ﬁnancial
statements, and helps you track and preserve the information you need
for internal or external audits of your company. The GL is also one of
the core Financial Accounting (FI) components in SAP ERP Financials. It
provides you with functions for entering, recording, and evaluating accounting entries to make daily accounting operations fast and efﬁcient.
This component is fully integrated with other SAP application components, such as Accounts Receivable (AR), Accounts Payable (AP), Asset
Accounting, Sales and Distribution (SD), Materials Management (MM),
and others. This integrated design allows other application components
to automatically post accounting entries for relevant business transactions. These automatic entries ensure accurate, efﬁcient, and real-time
recording of ﬁnancial transactions, which in turn, enables you to carry
out real-time analysis and reporting of ﬁnancial information.
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Overview
The GL in SAP ERP Financials records all business transactions for
statutory and management reporting purposes. Full integration of the
GL with all of the other operational areas of a company helps ensure
that the accounting data is always complete and accurate. In addition,
by integrating all operational areas, entries in subledger accounts are
automatically and simultaneously posted to appropriate control reconciliation accounts in the New GL.
GL accounting also supports many other functions, including parallel
accounting, which allows for multiple accounting principles, Proﬁt Center Accounting (PCA), segment reporting, and cost of sales accounting.
You can maintain multiple charts of accounts to meet recording and
reporting requirements, and by splitting maintenance of GL account
data at the chart of accounts and company level, you can manage a
number of GL accounts in your primary chart of accounts while taking
care of local nuances. In addition, GL accounting allows you to create
groups and hierarchies of proﬁt centers to generate proﬁt center reports
at multiple levels of responsibility areas.
GL functionalities underwent signiﬁcant changes in SAP ERP 5.0. These
new functionalities and new technical architecture are commonly referred to as “New GL.” Another advantage of the New GL is the online
document splitting functionality, which lets you prepare ﬁnancial statements based on proﬁt centers, functional areas, business areas, or other
user-speciﬁed segments. As we’ll discuss in more detail later in this
chapter, you can use the Accrual Engine to automate accruals processing by using complex calculation rules, and you can use the Closing
Cockpit to obtain a single view of the status of the closing activities
across your companies.
GL reporting

One of the really important features of SAP ERP Financials is the large
number of standard reports it provides for ﬁnancial statements and
other reports required to meet country-speciﬁc reporting requirements.
These reports provide visibility to ledger account balances and GL entries posted from other application areas. And you can use report development tools provided in the system to develop additional reports
to meet your own requirements.
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Functions in Detail
We’ll start this section by talking about how to set up the GL in SAP
ERP Financials to deal with the most fundamental aspects of any accounting system, such as your corporate structure, ﬁscal years, chart
of accounts, currencies, and so on. Then we’ll discuss some of the key
features of the New GL followed by the discussion of special purpose
ledgers. Special purpose ledgers enable you to create custom ledgers
to record and report accounting transactions. This will be followed
by posting accounting transactions and integrating the New GL with
other SAP application areas. We’ll wrap up with coverage of two really
important and useful features: ﬁnancial closing and ﬁnancial reporting.

Corporate Structure
One of the key things to consider if you choose to implement SAP ERP
Financials is how you’ll represent your corporate structure, consisting
of different companies and operating units within the SAP system. The
decisions you make at this stage are extremely important and can have
a considerable, far-reaching impact. SAP ERP Financials provides several different organizational units to map your corporate structure into
FI component, company code, company, business area, proﬁt center,
functional area, and segments.
Company Code
The most important organizational unit in SAP ERP Financials is the
company code. Business transactions relevant for ﬁnancial accounting
are entered, saved, and evaluated at the company code level. As a rule
of thumb, for every legal entity for which you want to generate statutory ﬁnancial statements (balance sheet and income statements), you’ll
need to create a separate company code in the SAP system. Figure 2.1
shows some of the control parameters for a company code.
However, most corporate structures are not as simple to set up as a
single legal entity. They typically consist of several legal entities that
are associated with each other in complex equity investment relationships. These types of corporate structures require grouping legal entities
together in the form of a company.
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Figure 2.1 Company Code Control Parameters

Company
You can use the company organizational unit in the SAP system to
group one or more company codes together so that you can prepare
consolidated ﬁnancial statements. However, unlike company codes,
companies should be deﬁned only after careful consideration of your
ﬁnancial consolidation requirements. (We’ll cover consolidation more
in Chapter 9.)
Another use of the organizational unit “company” in the SAP system
is as a trading partner. Let’s say, for example, company code A and
company code B (both legal entities) sell and purchase goods from each
other. This means that company code A is set up as a customer and as
a vendor in the books of company code B and vice versa. By specifying
“company” as a trading partner in the customer master and in the vendor master records, the SAP system is able to identify any transactions
with those customer and vendor accounts as intercompany transactions. Again, the importance of this functionality will become evident
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when we discuss the consolidation process; so, for now, let’s continue
the discussion with other organizational units in the SAP system.
For the sake of simplicity, we’ll use company code and company interchangeably throughout the rest of the chapters.
Business Area
The organizational unit business area was introduced so that in addition to company codes, you can generate ﬁnancial statements based
on key operational areas, such as product lines, regional divisions,
strategic business units, and so on. As mentioned earlier, the company
code represents your corporate structure from an external, statutory
viewpoint, whereas business areas enable you to view your corporate
structure from the internal, management viewpoint for generating ﬁnancial statements such as balance sheets.
You ﬁrst set up business areas in the SAP system to meet your business requirements, and then you set up the system so that all relevant
transactions are associated with one or more business areas. So as part
of the month-end processing, you can carry out transfer postings and
analyze ﬁnancial activities just like you would for a company code.
It’s important to note that even though currently the SAP system supports business area functionality for compatibility reasons, it’s no longer being developed or enhanced any further. SAP recommends that
if you have a new installation, you should consider using other organizational units such as proﬁt centers or segments to meet your business requirements.
Proﬁt Centers and Segments
Proﬁt centers represent management-oriented structures of the corporation (e.g., departments, product lines, divisions, etc.) for the purpose of
internal controls. You can analyze the operating results of a proﬁt center
based on costs and revenues posted to it. You can also associate assets
and liabilities to proﬁt centers. This enables you to prepare ﬁnancial
statements by proﬁt centers. Because proﬁt centers in the SAP system
provide you with all of the functionalities of business areas discussed
earlier, as well as additional features and functional enhancements,
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we suggest considering implementing proﬁt centers in the SAP system
instead of business areas. We’ll discuss proﬁt centers brieﬂy later in
this chapter; and in more detail in the chapter on Proﬁtability Analysis
(Chapter 13).
Another relatively new organizational unit in SAP ERP Financials is
the segment. Segments can be freely deﬁned, are generally derived
from proﬁt centers, and are used across all companies for reporting.
This allows companies to insert their own organizational units into
transactional data. For example, an insurance company may decide to
use its Line of Business (LoB) as a Segment so that transactions can be
allocated to appropriate LoBs, and the company can prepare ﬁnancial
statements by LoB. Even though proﬁt centers and segments appear
to cater to similar requirements, nuances between them will become
clear later in this chapter. Lastly, let’s look at the organizational unit
functional area.

Functional area

Functional Area
If you need to prepare reports per cost of sales accounting, you have
to use an organizational unit called the functional area. Cost of sales
accounting differs from the commonly used period accounting in one
important aspect. In period accounting, the proﬁt and loss statement is
organized according to income types and expenses. On the other hand,
in the cost of sales accounting approach, expenses are assigned to the
functional areas within the company. Sales revenue for the accounting
period is matched against corresponding cost of sales/manufacturing.
Expenses that cannot be allocated against the revenue are displayed
separately.
To implement cost of sales accounting, you use functional areas in the
system according to business functions, for example, production, testing, sales, support, administration, and so on. Functional areas can be
linked to P&L accounts so that you can group, allocate, and report your
operating expenses based on business functions.
In the SAP system, you have separate organizational units for different
business processes and functionalities. These organizational units are
linked directly or indirectly to a Company Code—the main organization unit corresponding to a legal entity. Although this adds complex-
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ity to the system design and system implementation, it also provides
you with considerable ﬂexibility in incorporating your organization
structure in the SAP system.
There are several other organizational units to be discussed, but we’ll
get to those in later chapters when we discuss the relevant functionality.
For now, let’s discuss the key settings that impact SAP ERP Financials,
such as ﬁscal year, chart of accounts, accounting ledger, and currencies.

Basic Settings
After you set up organizational units to represent your corporate structure, you need to set up other fundamental areas of any ﬁnancial system, including ﬁscal year, ledger, currencies, and chart of accounts.
Fiscal Year
You ﬁrst need to deﬁne your ﬁscal year. A ﬁscal year in SAP ERP Financials can follow the calendar year (Jan. – Dec.), or it can be different
from the calendar year (e.g., Apr. – Mar., Sep. – Aug., etc.). The ﬁscal
year can consist of posting periods that correspond to calendar months,
or you can deﬁne posting periods that have different start and end dates
than calendar months. Not only that, a ﬁscal year can also consist of
12 posting periods or any number of posting periods.

Tip
All accounting transactions in SAP ERP Financials are posted to GL accounts as of the posting date, so they impact account balances in the
posting period corresponding to the posting date. The system determines
the posting date and posting period based on the deﬁnition of the ﬁscal
year associated with the company code.

This design makes several variations of ﬁscal year deﬁnitions possible
(see Figure 2.2) to meet different business requirements. For example,
you can set up the following:

›

A ﬁscal year corresponding to a calendar year, with 12 posting periods corresponding to a calendar month.
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4/4/5 Fiscal Year

›

A ﬁscal year corresponding to a calendar year, with 12 posting periods, but the posting periods don’t correspond to calendar months
(e.g., 4/4/5). You deﬁne the start and end dates of each posting
period.

›

A ﬁscal year corresponding to the calendar year with more or less
than 12 posting periods. You also deﬁne the start and end dates of
each posting period.

›

A ﬁscal year that is any variation of the preceding, but the ﬁscal year
doesn’t correspond to the calendar year.

Figure 2.2

Setting Up Your Fiscal Year

In addition, you can deﬁne up to four “special posting periods” for a
ﬁscal year. All special periods post on the last date of the last posting
period of the ﬁscal year, but they let you separate year-end accounting
entries. For example, any adjustment entries for a “soft” year-end closing can be posted to period 13, adjustment entries after internal audit
review can be posted to period 14, adjustment entries after external
audit review can be posted to period 15, and so on.
If at a later date, you need to change your ﬁscal year (e.g., changing
from an Apr. Mar. to a Jan. Dec. ﬁscal year), SAP ERP Financials provides you with functionality to make this transition as easy and transparent as possible in other areas of the business. Now let’s take a look
at the accounting ledger.
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Accounting Ledger
At least one accounting ledger must be designated as the leading ledger
for the company. The leading ledger records and reports on ﬁnancial
transactions with the accounting principles, currencies, ﬁscal year, and
other parameters that are exactly the same as the company.

2

Accounting ledgers

Additionally, if required, you can create a number of parallel ledgers
called non-leading ledgers. Non-leading ledgers can differ from leading ledgers in terms of different accounting principles (IAS versus US
GAAP), different currencies, or even a different ﬁscal year.
This concept of parallel ledgers is especially relevant and useful for
multinational companies. In such global implementations, you can set
up your primary ledger to correspond to the business requirements
of your global, corporate headquarters. Postings made to this ledger
always follow the accounting principles and requirements of the company headquarters. In addition, you can set up separate parallel ledger
for each of the operating countries. Any accounting entries corresponding to local statutory requirements can be posted to these local ledgers.
Keep in mind, however, that by default, all accounting entries are
posted to all ledgers. You can selectively post to only speciﬁc ledgers,
however, thus giving you ﬂexibility to carry out adjustment entries
per IAS in one ledger and per US GAAP in another ledger. Automatic
accounting entries originating in other SAP application areas can be
grouped based on accounting principles, which in turn can be used to
determine the ledger to which those entries are posted.

Tip
If you’re using older versions of SAP ERP (prior to SAP ECC 5.0) for which
the New GL is unavailable, you can carry out parallel accounting (e.g.,
valuation using different accounting principles) by using additional GL accounts, using additional company codes, or by creating additional special
purpose ledgers in the special ledger component.

It’s important to note that these leading and non-leading accounting
ledgers are the ledgers consisting of GL accounts that only carry GL
transactions. Customers (receivables), vendors (payables), and asset
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transactions are represented in the ledgers only as a summary/control/
reconciliation account and are posted to respective subledgers.
After your ledgers are set, another setting to address is your choice of
currencies.
Currencies
Standard SAP ERP Financials comes ready with close to 200 currencies along with their relevant information (e.g., Japanese Yen with
zero decimal places, Dinar with three decimal places, etc.). You can
maintain exchange rates between currency pairs manually, or you can
use an interface program to obtain and automatically update exchange
rates from an external service. For each currency pair, you can maintain
multiple types of exchange rates, including month-end rates, monthly
average rates, and so on.
As long as you have proper conversion rates and exchange rates in the
system, you can post an accounting entry in pretty much any currency.
SAP calls this transaction currency, or the currency in which a transaction is posted to a ledger. Apart from transaction currency, you can
deﬁne three currencies for each accounting ledger you use. One of the
currencies in the leading ledger must be company code currency, which
is the functional currency in which a company’s statutory ﬁnancial
statements are prepared.
Currency types and
exchange rates

You can choose additional ledger currencies from group currency (for
the purpose of consolidation), hard currency (if the company is based
in a country with a highly volatile currency), index-based currency (if
the currency is indexed), and so on. These settings mean that you can
post an accounting document to an SAP system in any currency and get
it automatically translated into three additional currencies. More typically, you would have at least two additional currencies—company code
currency, required for preparing statutory ﬁnancial statements, and a
group currency, useful for preparing consolidated group ﬁnancial statements. You can even set up the system so that document translation
to company code currency occurs at the spot exchange rate, whereas
translation to the group currency occurs at the average exchange rate.
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Now let’s look at the functionality available in SAP ERP Financials that
is the cornerstone of any ﬁnancial system: the chart of accounts.
Chart of Accounts
In the GL in SAP ERP Financials, one or more charts of accounts are
used to group GL accounts. A chart of accounts that is associated with
a company is referred to as its primary chart of accounts, and you can
share one chart of accounts across multiple companies. Details of GL
accounts are maintained at two levels:

›

Information that is unique to the chart of accounts and can’t be different in different companies, for example, the GL account number, account name, whether the account is a balance sheet or an
income statement account, corresponding account in group chart
of accounts, and so on.

›

Information that isn’t unique to the chart of accounts and that can
be different in different companies, for example, currency in which
the account balances are maintained, controls for sales and purchase taxes, whether accounting entries to the account can be posted
through manual journal entries, and so on.

Tip
SAP provides chart of accounts templates for more than 25 countries in
North America, Europe, and Asia. These templates provide you with typical setups for revenue and expense accounts, bank accounts, inventory
and consumption accounts, payroll accounts, tax accounts, and various
other types of accounts.

Depending on your consolidation process and how your group companies are structured, you have an option to set up two additional charts
of accounts: group chart of accounts and country chart of accounts.
One approach is to set up every company with its own chart of accounts, and then use group chart of accounts for consolidation purposes. Another approach is to share the primary chart of accounts
across all companies, and handle country-speciﬁc accounting by using
country charts of accounts. Every GL account in your primary chart of
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accounts is linked to a corresponding account in the group chart of accounts or the country chart of accounts. This makes preparing ﬁnancial
statements for consolidation (if you’re using group chart of accounts) or
for local statutory reporting (if you’re using country chart of accounts)
extremely efﬁcient because every accounting entry is automatically
recorded to the appropriate account.
One of the important accounts in a chart of accounts is a retained earnings account.
Retained Earnings
At year end, balances of all P&L accounts are transferred to a retained
earnings account. In many lower-end accounting systems, this is done
by actually posting a document that zeros out the P&L accounts and by
transferring balances as opening balances of the balance sheet in the
new ﬁscal year. However, this method makes it impossible to prepare
an income statement for the last period in the ﬁscal year after the ﬁscal
year closing has been carried out. In SAP ERP Financials, only the net
balance is transferred as an opening balance of the retained earnings
account, so that you can go back in history and create ﬁnancial statements for any period.
Parallel accounting

In addition, you can set up more than one retained earnings account. Of
course, one P&L account can be mapped to only one retained earnings
account, but you can carry forward balances of different sets of P&L
accounts to different retained earning accounts. This feature lets you
create different ﬁnancial statements at different levels by using different retained earnings accounts, which is yet another feature to assist
you in carrying out parallel accounting. You may use multiple retained
earnings accounts even if you are preparing only one set of ﬁnancial
statements. In this case, one retained earnings accounts can correspond
to retained earnings from prior years, and other retained earnings adjustment accounts can correspond to corporate restructuring, manual
adjustments, dividend payments, treasury stocks, and so on.
This design helps you contain proliferation of GL accounts in your primary chart of accounts and also meets the unique or one-off accounting
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requirements of your companies. So let’s take a look at some important
functionalities of the New GL.

The New GL
You may have noticed in the previous sections several references to
“New GL.” The reason for referring to the General Ledger functionality as New GL is that in SAP ECC 5.0, the General Ledger functionality
underwent signiﬁcant design and functionality changes. For the purposes of this book, “New GL” refers to the GL implementation where
one or more of these new and improved functionalities are enabled
or can be enabled. The SAP system even provides a conversion tool to
convert GL data from Classic GL to the New GL, and this conversion
takes considerable effort even with the help of that conversion tool.
In the new SAP implementations, the New GL technical design is enabled by default, even though you may not use or activate any of the
new functionalities offered. However, thousands of existing SAP customers continue to use Classic GL, so we’ll highlight the functionalities
of the New GL so users of the Classic version can see the additional
functionalities they would have by switching to the New GL
We’ve already discussed one functionality of New GL—the concept
of leading and non-leading ledgers that can be used to set up parallel
ledgers.
Whether you choose to use any of these functionalities and how
you map them to your existing business depends entirely on your
requirements.
Document Splitting
One of the decisions you need to make while setting up the New GL
is whether you want to activate the document splitting functionality.
Document splitting can be used to produce balanced ﬁnancial statements
at lower levels than the company code, for example, at the proﬁt center
level. In the New GL, this functionality can be enabled for proﬁt centers, business areas, and segments. Because segments represent userdeﬁned criteria, you have a lot of room to enrich your GL postings by
carefully selecting segments for document splitting.
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Example
Consider a simple scenario where a customer invoice for $5,000 is posted
with revenue entries posting to two proﬁt centers: $3,000 and $2,000,
respectively.
Without document splitting, revenue numbers—$3000 and $2,000—are
posted to individual proﬁt centers. However, the customer receivable entry isn’t assigned to any proﬁt center, which means that if you want to
prepare accurate balance sheets by proﬁt center, you have to do additional processing.
With the document splitting functionality enabled, the $5,000 posting
to customer receivables is also split into two parts: $3,000 and $2,000,
respectively, associated with each proﬁt center. This enables you to separately view payables proportional to each proﬁt center and thereby report
them appropriately in the balance sheet by proﬁt centers.

As shown in the preceding example, with document splitting activated,
customer receivables are split by proﬁt center. The splitting process is
automatic in real time and performed in the background, so it’s transparent to the user. You can view an invoice document as it was entered
or with all automatically generated entries.
Document splitting
in subsequent
postings

The power of document splitting is evident when you consider its impact on subsequent entries. When a customer makes a payment against
the invoice discussed previously, but there is a difference due to a cash
discount (or it could be a short-payment or exchange-rate loss), those
entries are split per the original proﬁt centers as well. Figure 2.3 shows
an example of the document-splitting process for a customer invoice.

Zero-balancing
by segments

For any object or combination of objects that you’ve selected for document splitting, you can set the system to ensure zero-balancing. In the
example in Figure 2.3, after document splitting, if the net balance for a
proﬁt center is not zero, SAP automatically carries out balancing entries
so that the net balance by proﬁt center becomes zero.
In SAP ERP Financials, different business transactions, such as invoices,
payments, and so on, are grouped into document-splitting rules that
determine document-splitting triggers. These rules are grouped into
a document-splitting method. All companies that belong to the same
client (consider “client” as a “slice” of your SAP ERP database as set
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up by people managing your software installation) must use the same
technical method for document splitting. You can choose to exclude
a company from using the same document splitting method, but you
should consider how that will impact your inter-company accounting
entries. You also need to decide whether to activate the negative postings functionality in the New GL.
Example of Document Splitting
Customer invoice (as entered)
Receivable Account
Revenue Account
PrCtr 001
Revenue Account
PrCtr 002

$ 5,000
$ (3,000)
$ (2,000)

Customer invoice (after document splitting)
PrCtr 001
$ 3,000
Receivable Account
PrCtr 002
$ 2,000
Receivable Account
PrCtr 001
$ (3,000)
Revenue Account
PrCtr 002
$ (2,000)
Revenue Account
Customer invoice with discount (as entered)
Bank Account
$ 4,700
Receivable Account
$ (5,000)
Cash Discount Given
$ 300
Customer payment (after document splitting)
PrCtr 001
$ 2,820
Bank Account
$ 1,880
PrCtr 002
Bank Account
$ (3,000)
PrCtr 001
Receivable Account
$ (2,000)
PrCtr 002
Receivable Account
PrCtr 001
$ 180
Cash Discount Given
PrCtr 002
$ 120
Cash Discount Given

Figure 2.3

Document Splitting Example

Negative Postings
Typically, when you reverse an accounting entry, debits and credits are
posted to accounts that are opposite of those in the original accounting
entry, which increases debit and credit transaction totals in each account. However, if you activate negative posting, debits and credits are
posted as negative entries to the original accounts of the accounting
entry, thereby reducing debit and credit transaction totals.
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Reconciliation of
negative postings

You can use this functionality to reverse incorrectly posted entries without having to increase debit and credit transaction numbers in the GL
accounts. At the same time, this functionality can create confusion for
an unknowledgeable person who is carrying out reconciliation between
account balances and transaction ﬁgures. Therefore, SAP ERP Financials provides you with two levels of control: document types that are
speciﬁcally identiﬁed to allow negative postings, and a control setting
at the company code level to allow negative postings.
In addition, if a reversal is posted using a posting date other than the
one for the original accounting entry, a setting for negative posting
isn’t taken into account. This built-in control avoids negative transaction ﬁgures in individual periods. And it’s compatible with reversal
entries originating in other SAP areas such as Materials Management,
Sales and Distribution, Purchasing, and so on, although each of those
applications must speciﬁcally indicate that the reversal entry is to be
posted as negative posting.
We already talked about using the proﬁt center organizational unit for
reporting purposes, so let’s look at that functionality in a little more
detail now.
Proﬁt Center Accounting
The Proﬁt Center Accounting (PCA) component lets you determine
proﬁts and losses by areas of responsibility within your company for
management controlling and reporting purposes (Chapter 13 goes into
more detail about proﬁt center accounting from a Proﬁtability Analysis
viewpoint). In SAP ERP Financials, it’s also possible to prepare complete balance sheets for each proﬁt center by assigning asset portfolios,
payables, receivables, material stocks, WIP (Work In Process), and
other balance sheet items to proﬁt centers; or you can choose to only
selectively analyze balance sheet items (e.g., receivables and payables)
by proﬁt centers.

Standard hierarchy

You can link default proﬁt centers to cost centers, assets, GL accounts,
products, and so on. For example, when an accounting entry is posted
to a cost center, SAP ERP Financials automatically posts that accounting entry in parallel to the corresponding proﬁt center. You can create
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as many multilevel proﬁt center groups as required for reporting. You
have to create at least one proﬁt center group to which all proﬁt centers are linked; this proﬁt center group is called standard hierarchy. The
proﬁt center standard hierarchy acts as a catchall proﬁt center group
and ensures that at least one proﬁt center group represents your whole
enterprise. In addition, you can group proﬁt centers into additional
groups for reporting purposes.
PCA setup is decidedly different depending on whether it’s integrated
with the New GL or whether you’re using it as delivered in prior versions (called Classic PCA). Although most of these differences concern
“how to do it” and not “what functionality is available,” PCA using
the New GL provides similar functionality more efﬁciently and with
reduced effort. You can approach it in two ways:

›

To integrate PCA with the New GL, you deﬁne the proﬁt center as
one of the criteria on which document splitting is carried out. This
setting ensures that accounting entries (e.g., receivables and payables entries) are split by proﬁt centers and enables you to report
on receivables and payables by proﬁt center. If you want to prepare
complete balance sheets by proﬁt centers, you have to set the system
so that the proﬁt center is always required, and zero-balance check for
proﬁt centers is always performed in all accounting entries.

›

If you intend to use or continue to use Classic PCA with the New
GL, then automatic splitting by proﬁt centers won’t occur, and you
need to run additional programs at month end so that all accounting entries are analyzed and balance sheet entries are updated with
the appropriate proﬁt centers.

Each of these approaches has its unique reporting capabilities and constraints, and it’s possible—although not suggested—to continue using
Classic PCA independent of using the New GL. It’s also possible—although not recommended due to large data volume—to run Classic
PCA and the New PCA in parallel. You should make your ﬁnal decision
after carefully evaluating both approaches.
At this point, you should have a good idea of the unique features offered by the New GL. Before we proceed to discuss accounting transactions in the SAP system, let’s take a quick look at special purpose
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ledgers (FI-SL in Figure 2.4) in SAP system. You may consider using
special purpose ledgers if you have any statutory or management requirements to maintain a ﬁnancial transaction ledger that differs from
your main ledger in at least one key aspect such as ﬁscal year, type of
posting period, or currency.

Special Purpose Ledgers
Special purpose ledgers allow you to deﬁne additional ledgers for
reporting purposes. This component enables you to create customized SAP ledgers that meet your unique business requirements. This
component provides fairly enhanced technical control over business
transactions that are posted to your special purpose ledgers, including the details that they post with and the manner in which they are
consolidated and reported. Remember that the special purpose ledger
is a reporting component; it does not feed information into any other
components of the SAP system.

Tip
Setting up special purpose ledgers in the SAP system involves a considerably complex technical setup. It’s usually preferable to switch on special
purpose ledgers after your business has been using the primary functionalities of the SAP system for a while. This will ensure that when you are
ready to set up special purpose ledgers, you are familiar with your SAP
system as well as your business processes.

Figure 2.4 shows the functionalities available in the special purpose
ledger. Special purpose ledgers provide a variety of functionalities for
the accounting department. These ledgers refer to the same master
data as in the main GL. You use the data transfer component to transfer actual data posted to other ledgers into a special purpose ledger.
The integrated functionality also enables you to post entries to special
purpose ledgers that can update balances in the main ledger. At the
same time, you can also make accounting entries directly into a special
purpose ledger. The allocations functionality available in special purpose ledgers is similar to the allocation functionality in the main GL
(we will discuss this functionality later in this chapter).
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Tools:
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Sets
...
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System
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installation
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Data transfer
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integration

FI-SL

Balance
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Planning/
integration
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and
distribution
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translation
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Figure 2.4

Functionalities Available in the Special Purpose Ledger

If you are using parallel ledgers in the New GL, then you may not need
to set up special purpose ledgers. However, even if you are using the
New GL, there are still scenarios where special purpose ledgers can be
useful. For example, a retailer may use a primary ledger with calendar
month as the reporting period to meet its statutory requirements. At
the same time, the retailer can set up a special purpose ledger with a
week as the reporting period, so the company can monitor its business on a weekly basis. Let’s explore the unique functionality of special
purpose ledgers.
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Special Purpose Ledger Functionalities
Some of the unique functionalities of the special purpose ledger component are as follows.

›

Flexible database structures with additional ﬁelds
You can create your own database tables and deﬁne non-standard
dimensions that meet your business needs.

›

Ability to selectively choose data that gets updated
You can assign transactions to speciﬁc company code and ledger
combinations, so that you decide which ledgers are updated by the
data entered.

›

Adjustment postings local to special purpose ledger
You can make adjustment postings that are local to the special purpose ledger without impacting balances and transactions in the primary GL.

›

Alternative charts of accounts
You can use various different charts of accounts with your special
purpose ledgers that are different from the ones used in the primary GL.

›

Alternative ﬁscal year
You can use various different ﬁscal year and posting period variants
with your special purpose ledgers that are different from the ones
used in the primary GL.

›

Parallel accounting
As already discussed, you can use special purpose ledgers for parallel accounting.

›

Totaled line items from other applications
You can total, modify, and distribute actual and plan data from other
SAP and external applications.

The special purpose ledger component is introduced here because a
large number of SAP implementations use it extensively for reporting
purposes. However, all discussions throughout this book focus only
on the primary GL.
In the next section, we’ll take a look at how typical accounting transactions (e.g., journal entries) are processed in SAP ERP Financials.
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Accounting Transactions
All accounting transactions are posted to the GL as ﬁnancial documents,
which, in SAP ERP Financials, consist of a document header and two
or more document line items. Irrespective of the SAP application area,
all business transactions that have ﬁnancial impact create a ﬁnancial
document in SAP ERP Financials. Thus, a goods receipt in purchasing,
which increases the value of an inventory account, creates a ﬁnancial
document; similarly, posting travel expenses in the Travel Management
component increases the value of employee payables and creates another ﬁnancial document. You’ll come across different types of these
documents throughout this book, so this section only focuses on some
very basic features of them.
Accounting Documents
In a ﬁnancial document, the attributes associated with the document
header and two or more line items make the document in the GL
very important for recording and reporting ﬁnancial activity. Some of
these attributes capture standard information, such as the document
date (typically the date when the document is entered in the system),
posting date (the date the GL account balance is updated), company
code, tax details, and so on. So, let’s discuss two extremely important
attributes of a ﬁnancial document: document types and posting keys.
Document types help to distinguish between business transactions. SAP
provides more than 40 document types for different business transactions in receivables, payables, Asset Accounting, inventory accounting,
and payroll (see Figure 2.5). Even though it’s recommended to use these
document types as-is for their intended purpose, you can choose to
create your own document types, modify existing ones, or use them
for a different purpose than recommended. How you use document
types to distinguish different transactions is largely a business decision.
Financial document types inﬂuence several important factors while
posting accounting documents. For example, document types control
which types of accounts can be posted to. So, if document type KR
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(which represents a vendor invoice) is set up to allow posting to vendor
accounts and GL accounts, and you try to use that document type to
post an invoice from a customer, SAP ERP Financials displays an error.
Document types also control the document numbering of accounting
documents. If you’re using secondary/non-leading ledgers, you can
specify the number range by ledger for the same document type. This
ensures that different ledgers can have continuous document numbers.
Document numbers can continue across ﬁscal year boundaries or can
reset to the initial document number every ﬁscal year.

Figure 2.5
Posting keys

Financial Document Types in SAP ERP Financials

Posting keys are two-digit codes that determine two main attributes of
every line item in an accounting document: 1) whether the line item
is debit or credit, and 2) whether the line item posts to a GL account,
customer account, vendor account, asset account, or inventory account.
Many GL reports include posting keys and a few of the posting transactions also require them, so it helps to be familiar with some of the
most commonly used posting keys; for example, you use 01 to debit
the customer account, 50 to credit the GL account, and so on. Figure
2.6 shows some examples of available posting keys.
In the next section, we’ll discuss posting aids available for GL.
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Figure 2.6

2

Posting Keys Used in SAP ERP Financials Documents

Posting Aids
After a document is posted in the SAP system, you cannot change the
account number, amount, debit or credit, or other key information.
Standard system behavior is to allow changes to very few ﬁelds after
a document is posted, although this behavior can be changed through
conﬁguration for certain ﬁelds such as document text. All changes are
automatically recorded with the user name and timestamp, thus providing you with a detailed audit trail.
If all of the information required to post an accounting document isn’t
available, complete, or conﬁrmed, you can park the accounting document. Parked documents don’t have any impact on account balances,
but they can be reviewed later and then approved or rejected. Parked
documents also support SAP Business Workﬂow, which enables you
to automatically forward a parked document for review, and then post
it to the New GL, if approved.
If, while posting accounting entries, the standard SAP applications display too many ﬁelds that aren’t always relevant (an accounting entry
screen can have upwards of 30 ﬁelds for every line), you can create
fast-entry screens for different transactions. These are user-deﬁned dataentry screens in which you can choose to display only the ﬁelds you
need. You can create one or more fast entry screen templates that display only those ﬁelds for which an entry is expected (e.g., GL account,
Amount, Debit or Credit, Cost Center, Description, etc.), so that
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document entry screens look simpler. In addition, users can set their
own editing controls to make posting accounting documents easier.
Figure 2.7 shows some of the parameters that an SAP ERP Financials
user can set while posting accounting entries.

Figure 2.7
Recurring entries

Personalized Settings for SAP ERP Financials Documents

SAP ERP Financials supports recurring entries by enabling you to create
a recurring entry master document. Recurring entries can be posted
using periodic intervals (e.g., every month, every other month, every
quarter, etc.) or by using a run schedule. You can deﬁne a run schedule
so that instead of a ﬁxed date each month or each quarter, recurring
entries are posted on speciﬁc dates, for example, on the 10th of April,
17th of May, 21st of June, and so on. So, a run schedule can be useful
for recurring entries that do not conform to monthly periodicity. By
using posting keys that post to customer or vendor accounts, you can
easily create recurring entries for accrual postings such as rent. Using
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a standard program, you can select and post all recurring entries that
are due for posting. If recurring entries are in different currencies, you
can use the original exchange rate or current exchange rate for each
recurring posting run.
Recurring entries are useful if the posting information such as accounts
and cost centers remains the same each period. However, if the posting
details change each period, you can use the Act Assignment Model
entry. Account assignment models act as templates in which GL accounts, cost centers, comments, and so on already exist, so you can
change whatever information you like.
You can also use any existing document as a reference while posting
new documents; or you can speciﬁcally create sample documents to be
used as a reference. Sample documents don’t impact the ledger account
balances. When using reference documents, you have the options to
generate reverse posting, transfer entries with or without line item
texts entered in the original document, recalculate amounts using the
current exchange rate, and so on. The following section describes how
cross-company documents can be posted.
Cross-Company Documents
SAP ERP Financials easily handles cross-company scenarios that involve
more than one company. All you have to do is set up which GL accounts
should be posted for debits and credits for each pair of companies.
Consider a scenario where Company 1001 is making a payment to a
vendor on behalf of Company 2001.
When you post this payment in Company 1001, you can specify that
the payment is on behalf of Company 2001. SAP automatically creates
a cross-company accounting document that posts receivables from
Company 2001 into Company 1001 and payables to Company 1001
into Company 2001. All of these documents are linked with each other
by a cross-company document number.
You can also use this functionality to post to more than two companies in the same document. While entering individual document lines,
specify which company that line belongs to, the SAP system creates all
of the necessary cross-company postings in the background. Of course,
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just like any other accounting documents, these cross-company documents can be displayed, changed, or reversed.
Now that we’ve looked at how typical accounting transactions are
posted in GL, let’s consider how ﬁnancial documents posted in GL are
integrated with business transactions posted in other SAP application
areas.

Integration of the New GL
One of the most powerful features of the New GL is its full integration
with other SAP application areas. For example, you can display a goods
receipt against a purchase order, and from there, you can navigate to
corresponding accounting entries posted to inventory accounts.
On the other hand, you can display any accounting document. If the
document wasn’t directly posted to the New GL, you can navigate back
to the original business transactions that caused this accounting entry
by using the Document Relationship Browser.
Document
Relationship
Browser

Figure 2.8 shows a sample Document Relationship Browser screen
for a relatively simple business scenario. The scenario corresponds to
revenue posted by GL document 90001735, for which you want to
review where those postings originated.

Figure 2.8

Document Relationship Browser

Even though we haven’t yet discussed the SAP application areas from
which other documents shown in Figure 2.8 have originated, most
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of these are intuitive. You can see the following from this document
relationship tree:

›

The New GL document under consideration was created with reference to customer billing document 0090001735.

›

The billing document was created with reference to delivery document 0080000928 in shipping.

›

The delivery document was created with reference to customer order 1402 in sales.

›

Goods issue for that order was posted with document 4900002697
in Materials Management.

›

Inventory account entries corresponding to that goods issue were
posted with document 4900001801 in GL.

›

Proﬁt centers were posted with documents 15111 (goods issue) and
15121 (customer billing).

›

Cost centers were posted with documents 12391 (goods issue) and
12401 (customer billing).

If you have enough authorization, you can even display any of these
documents from the Document Relationship Browser. If you’ve spent
time reconciling accounting entries in other systems, you can appreciate
the tremendous power that this type of integrated view can give you.

Financial Closing
Depending on how many application areas you’re using, the month-end
and year-end closing process in SAP ERP Financials can be as simple as
running a few simple balance carry-forward programs, or as complex as
running a large number of programs across different application areas
in a carefully planned sequence across multiple companies, multiple
countries, and multiple time zones.
This section discusses some of the major month-end activities from
the point of view of the New GL, such as allocations, currency valuation, and accruals. In addition, it discusses the Closing Cockpit, which
can act as a single interface for your closing activities. You’ll ﬁnd details of other closing activities in the relevant chapters of this book.
For example, bank statement reconciliation is discussed in Chapter 5
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on banking, and asset depreciation run is discussed in Chapter 6 on
investment capitalization.
Allocations
Allocations enable you to periodically allocate amounts from senders
to receivers. This section only refers to the allocation process in proﬁt
centers, but the New GL supports the allocation process for business
areas, functional areas, and user-deﬁned segments.
Assessment versus
distribution

SAP ERP Financials supports two types of allocations: assessment and
distribution. The assessment process posts amounts from the sending
proﬁt centers to the assessment account, from which amounts are debited to the receiving proﬁt centers. Sending proﬁt centers retain their
original amounts. The distribution process credits sending proﬁt centers and debits the receiving proﬁt centers, thereby actually reducing
balances of the sending proﬁt centers by allocation amounts.
Allocation rules determine whether amounts should be allocated
from the sending proﬁt centers to the receiving proﬁt centers using
posted amounts (everything posted to the sending proﬁt centers), ﬁxed
amounts, or ﬁxed percentages. By associating ledger groups in the
deﬁnition of allocation cycles, you can use amounts posted in one
ledger to carry out allocation postings in all ledgers belonging to the
ledger group.

Tip
It’s highly recommended that these allocations be used for proﬁt centers
or user-deﬁned segments. For allocation of costs, the corresponding allocation functions in Overhead Cost Accounting should be used.

Currency Valuation
The SAP system supports currency valuation of accounting entries to
the functional currency of the company. Depending on which other
currencies are set up, you can also carry out foreign currency valuations in group currencies, hard currencies, or index currencies. The
SAP system also supports currency translation per FASB 52 under US
GAAP to any of these currencies.
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Currency valuation of ledger accounts that are maintained based on
ending balance (e.g., bank accounts in foreign currency) is handled
differently from valuation of accounts maintained on a clearing basis
(e.g., receivables accounts to which invoices and payments in foreign
currency are posted). This difference ensures, for example, that any
exchange gain or loss calculated on an open invoice at month end can
be accurately adjusted based on the actual gain or loss realized when
the payment against that invoice is received in subsequent months.
In addition to the standard valuation procedure where the exchange
gain or loss is always recorded, SAP also supports other currency valuation procedures such as the lowest value principle, where only the
exchange loss is booked; and the strict lowest value principle, in which
the exchange gain or loss is booked only if the newly calculated gain
or loss is more than the gain or loss calculated during the previous revaluation. Another important month-end activity is posting accruals.
Accrual Engine
If your month-end accrual requirements are relatively few and easy,
then you can use the simple accrual programs provided in SAP ERP
Financials. Using these programs, you specify the reversal date while
posting accrual entries. Subsequently, you run another program that
reverses all relevant accrual entries en masse. You can also use recurring entries described in the previous section to carry out accruals.
However, if your accrual requirements are pretty complex, such as a
large number of active customer contracts involving different types of
revenue and cost components that you have to accrue over different
time frames, then you can use the Accrual Engine to efﬁciently process
accruals.
The Accrual Engine can be set up to suit your requirements for accrual
types, accrual components, accounting principles under which you
carry out accruals, and other relevant parameters. Figure 2.9 shows
how you can set up a simple one-year customer contract involving a
revenue component and an expense component.
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Figure 2.9

Setting Up a Customer Contract in the Accrual Engine

After such a contract has been set up, the Accrual Engine can accurately
calculate and post summarized accrual entries each month. Not only
that, if the original contract undergoes changes (e.g., early termination, addition of new services), the Accrual Engine can account for
those changes.

Tip
SAP provides template programs that can be used to transfer accrual information from other application areas. Examples of contracts that originate in different application areas but can be set up in the Accrual Engine
are lease contracts, ﬁnancial contracts, customer service contracts, real
estate contracts, and so on.
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Closing Cockpit
The Closing Cockpit provides a single interface to all closing activities.
You ﬁrst set up a master list of all activities that you have to carry out
during period end. These activities can include SAP programs, SAP reports, and manual activities done outside of the SAP application, along
with detailed comments. With each activity, you assign its ownership
to a user and assign the expected day relative to the close date; for example, depreciation run is carried out by Mr. Bob on “closing day–3.”
Every month, when this list is released, planned start and end dates are
calculated for every closing activity and working list. You can start SAP
programs or reports directly from the Closing Cockpit. Results of that
activity (e.g., carry-forward ledger account balances) are updated back
to the Closing Cockpit, indicating whether the process was successful
or whether there were any errors.
For activities that are outside of the SAP system, you have to update
the start and end status manually. Actual starting and ending dates and
times are then updated for every activity, so that you can compare them
with the planned dates and times.
You can duplicate this activity list for other group companies in your
organization and then customize the activity lists of individual companies. For example, manufacturing companies will have more closing
activities compared to service companies. This ability to maintain closing activities and track status in real time across all companies (even
worldwide) gives you a very effective tool to improve your closing
process. Figure 2.10 shows you a sample Closing Cockpit screen.

Financial Reporting
SAP provides a large number of standard reports to prepare ﬁnancial statements, cash ﬂow statements, and additional reports to meet
country-speciﬁc requirements for a large number of countries. Other
reports provide different views to GL account balances and accounting
entries. You’ll ﬁnd most of these reports neatly organized under the
Information System heading in the New GL area.
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Figure 2.10 Closing Cockpit
Financial statements

Using ﬁnancial statement deﬁnitions, you can prepare one or more additional variations of ﬁnancial statements (balance sheets and income
statements) in multiple languages, different currencies, and at different
levels—by individual companies, by business areas, or for a corporate
group across multiple companies—to suit your requirements.

Tip
These ﬁnancial statements provide income statement information only by
GL accounts. If you want to have expense details by cost centers and revenue details by proﬁt centers, you need to prepare those statements from
Cost Center Accounting (CCA) or Proﬁt Center Accounting (PA).

Normally, one of the goals of an SAP implementation project is to
make information more visible, so as business users get comfortable
with new processes, you’ll inevitably end up developing more reports
to slice and dice the vast amount of integrated information available.
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SAP ERP Financials also provides a Report Painter tool so that you
can create additional reports. Report Painter is an extremely powerful
tool for designing reports that easily ﬁt into a row and column design.
For example, if you want to carry out a comparative analysis of your
expenses, you can create groups of accounts (sales, marketing, R&D,
ﬁnance, etc.) and deﬁne them as rows of the report. Then you can
create columns of that report to correspond to different time periods
(current month, quarter-to-date, year-to-date, last year same month,
etc.), and your report is ready! The Report Painter tool can be a little
technical, but it’s formidable.

Report Painter

You can also use the SAP Query tool to get data out of SAP ERP Financials. After your technical team sets up the source of information that
you can query on, this tool lets you pick and choose what information
you want to display. This tool is really powerful if you want to report
a large volume of data without the need for complex formatting but
with the ability to slice and dice information.

SAP Query

Internal correspondence enables you to print accounting documents or
accounting statements from GLs or subledgers. You can design and link
forms to individual companies, so that you can use a single program
to gather required data, but you can use different forms for different companies while printing account statements. You should keep in
mind that the SAP software differentiates between a customer invoice
printed from ﬁnance (that includes GL accounts and dollar amounts)
and a customer billing document printed from sales, which typically
includes stock and quantity details.

Summary
In this chapter, we covered key information about the diverse functionality available in the Classic GL, the New GL, and special purpose
ledgers as summarized here:

›

The ability to set up SAP ERP Financials to accommodate your organizational structure for external and statutory requirements, as well
as for internal, management purposes
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›

The ability to create user-deﬁned segments, and associate or allocate accounting entries to segments for preparing LoB or segment
reporting

›

The ability to use multiple charts of accounts that are seamlessly
linked with each other to meet group requirements as well as local
statutory requirements

›

The availability of multiple ledgers to accommodate parallel valuation requirements per multiple accounting principles or for differing
management reporting requirements

›

Document splitting with zero-balancing functionality to produce
balanced ﬁnancial statements at lower levels than company code

›

The availability of special purpose ledgers to enable you to create
custom ledgers that meet your requirements of ﬁscal year, posting
periods, currencies, and the level of details captured in a ledger

›

Full integration of the general ledger with other SAP application
areas providing you with visibility and traceability of accounting
entries

›

System-delivered multi-currency, multi-language reports that also
meet country-speciﬁc requirements for many countries in the world

›

The availability of tools to create your own reports for ﬁnancial
reporting and analytics

›

The ability to use the Closing Cockpit to improve visibility and
control of closing activities across different functional areas across
multiple companies in the organization

›

The Accrual Engine to handle posting of accruals irrespective of
volume and the complexity involved

Next, in Chapter 3, we’ll explore receivables and payables.
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Time-related revenue recognition, 85
Time-weighted rate of return (TWRR),
562
Tolerance days, 155, 509
Tolerance limit, 87, 90
Top-down distribution, 191
Top-down distribution, 444, 475
Total transfer, 308
Tracing factor, 340, 341
Traders, 550
Trading limit, 571
Trading partner, 42, 95
Transaction currency, 48, 292
Transaction Manager, 547, 554, 563,
570
subledger, 556
Transaction type
internal, 164
Transaction type
asset, 200
Transaction type, 549, 557
external, 163
Transfer price, 445
Translation differences, 299
Translation method, 297, 299
Travel booking, 231
Travel Calendar program, 232
Travel expense, 219
Travel expense form, 220
Travel Expense Manager program, 232
Travel Management, 218, 376
Travel Manager program, 232
Travel plan, 229, 231, 232
Travel planner, 230
Travel planning, 219
Travel preferences, 219, 222, 230
Travel privileges, 221
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Travel proﬁle, 222
Travel request, 219, 224, 231
approval, 227
Travel reward program, 223
Travel rule, 239
Treasury department, 546
Trip
estimated costs, 226
Trip advance, 226
Trip data, 225
Trip number, 235
Trip provision variant, 238
Trip transfer document, 235
validation, 236

Variance analysis, 417, 469
Variance calculation, 409
VAT, 109, 127
pro-rata ratio, 129
triangular deal, 129
VAT calculation, 128
VAT number, 128
Vendor account, 224
Vendor invoice veriﬁcation, 74
Version, 292, 411
Version group, 377
Vertex, 112

U

Wage type, 252, 263, 271
indirect valuation, 253
WBS, 354
WBS element, 189, 354, 359, 361,
363, 364, 366, 371, 411
WBS hierarchy, 356
Web-based form, 402
Weekly reporting, 57
Weekly Report program, 232
WIP, 396
WIP calculation, 407, 408
Wire transfer, 150
Withholding allowance, 266, 275
Withholding tax, 109, 121, 266
accounts receivable, 122
income type, 124
recipient type, 124
Withholding tax certiﬁcate, 126
Withholding tax code, 126
Withholding tax report
electronic, 126
Withholding tax type, 124
Work Breakdown Structure, 188, 354
Workers’ Compensation, 276
Working capital, 155, 487, 517
Work In Process, 54
Write-up
depreciation, 205

Unbilled receivable, 85
Underpayment, 270
Unit cost estimate, 404
Unit costing, 403, 469
Unit costing valuation, 404
User status, 331
Use tax, 130
calculation, 131
US GAAP, 289
US savings bonds, 259
Utilization report, 571

V
Validation rule, 285, 308
Valuated project stock, 374
Valuation, 558
Valuation point, 507
Valuation procedure, 559
Valuation process, 437
Valuation run, 416
Value-at-Risk Analysis, 566
Value ﬁeld, 432, 433, 437, 438, 439,
445, 450
Value ﬂow, 411
Variance, 442

W
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Index

Y

Z

Year-end closing, 65
Yield calculation, 561
Yield curve, 567

Zero-balance account, 527
Zero-balancing, 52, 427
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